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Educational thecie can be maJe moie co crote for teacher eduoati n

171t rns through trio ese of techn000y. Classroom simulations can be

constructed so that inter s "iast

can synthesize

reseerch

' simulated pupils. Such simulat ons

ry end ricld resoareh, thus bringang both theory and

an "actier form for th intorn. Interextive computer

oveters allow foe ac- ve invovement through adaptive crograms and can

give immediate fe dheck to the intern.

Thera are four ha ic co ponente in a s.muJatIon q e: (1) an

an envi Ament - this is tha macmi, perhaps consisting ef

a system of models, (2) a series of rules for how the model behaves, or

models interact - tnis is the simulation, 3) the freedom for the parti-

cipant to interact with the simulation to d velop strategies - this is the

game, and (4) "r_ lity" feedback t2is is what makes it come "alive."

Am eanipie of such a game is the subject of this parer. The abstraction

of the environment is the activities that one does t- teach a class; the

rules for how ehe model behaves consists of how the segueneing of these

a tivities interact; the intern Manipulates the sequencing of these activ-

ities to gain insights Into desired outcomes; and feedback comes in the

the behavior of simulated pupils. In thisceap em-solving

ch was used to teach teachers how to use problem-solving approaches.

Purpose

The purpose of this study

simulations and to test the feasibili

design a model for c nstructing such

g such a program with interns.

avilpslity was defined as the ability to design, develop, and utilize such

a prOgram that would yield effective results with interns.
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Classroom sinulations

tQr )\utornatjc Teaching Op

cilveloped ter the PLATO (Frograurmied Logic

stem at the Univer ity of illin

libana-champaign, where tn ethod tudnts, henceforth referred to as "interns

"taught" simulated classes.

rne

ionale

Far some time there has beea considerable concern for M i;e effective

to conduct tea her education programs. Many programs consist of

theoret cal c s and experiences o working with youngsters. Poo often

n fails to see the relationship between theory and practice.

Theory often is not immediately followed with concrete examples actively

involving the intert. Experimentation with live children can be very

difLcuit for the totally inexperienced intern, aa well as hazardous

the child and the intern. Interns often become easily discouraged.

Simulation activities are_ seen as a way of bringing relevance between

theory and practice. A significant simulation, it is felt, forces the

intern to matipulate the model to find the effects of various conditions.

Also the participant should "lr.ve with" the situation that he has created,

that is, experience and cope with the con equences of his choices and

de Ions. This technique allows interns the luxury of making professional

os without the often harsh real-life consequences.

In revi eWing the literature, it has been fo--d that simulation in

teacher education is used in the following ways: vid -tapes, role-playing

aS in peer group t-aching, and uses of the computer. Video-tapes are pas-

sive and linear and do not allow for active interaction. Peer g oup

teaching allows for interaction but the variables are very difficult

Interactive computer simulations allow tor interaction, as well

aS controj. of variables so that the intern can learn desired insights and skills.

or
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Des_gn

The design for such a program used a systems approach, usin_ a model

that articulated models for: Henderson's moves and strategies, an approach

problem solving, various questioning behaviors- lesson plannIng, and a

implified learning theory.

11-io_ret ical Packground

The design followed the logical approach to teaching, advocated by

Smith (1962), (1969) and Mender on (1963), (1967) in which a game theory

analogy is used by examinino the ideas of one move at a time, from one

move to the next, and a sequence of moves, i.e., a strategy. Moves,

instance assertion, justification were analyzed for types of content

taught, e.g., concepts (meanings of terms), principles (generalizations),

and skills. Teaching strategies, .e., sequences of moves, were also

analyzed. For example, in order to teach a given principle one might give

instance, instance, inqtance, assertion of principle, justif cation. A

concept might be taught by a strategy such as: example, example, non-

example, definition, example, non-example.

The approach to problem solving used in tAis study followed the idea

ot: Ask a difficult to answer question, ask a focus question, e.g., "How

d es one start to solve such a problem?" or "Look for a simpler related

problem " eventually coming to examining simple instances of the original

problem. Students can be taught this prOcedure, as exemplified by Wills (1967

A synthesis of resea ch on questonng was employed. For example,

interns were encouraged to go beyond first responses of a simulated student

by redirecting or prohiNq,

The followIng idoas of lesson planning were wi-itten into the program:
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objective of the les- n, motivation, subtask analysis, procedure and/or

scrategy, and evaluation.

As the intern "taught" the simulated class, the simulated students

were to eventually achieve the objective. The number of instances needed

for students to gain insight into a generalization was studied by Sowder

(1970). He found that it required from 3 to 8 instances to discover the

particular principle studied. He also found that brighter students

learned faster.

Conceptualization

The following conceptualization was made. The intern was to "teach"

a specific principle. First, he was to declare a specific objective to

be comnleted with a simulated class, i.e., he was to declare whether he

wanted the sImulated students to: the Reinciple, (2) Apply the

principle, or (3) Develop problem-solving strategies. He then proceeded

to exert a logical -_-ve, by "asserting" a statement or "asking" a question.

If he "asked" question, he then interacted with simulated students.

Options for va ious questioning behaviors were to be given, e.g., ask a

question first or call on a student fir't, wait-time (the amount of time

from when a question was asked until a student is called upon), and distri-

bution of questions among cla members. The intern then proceeded to the

next move, and so on until he felt he had completed his objective (see

Figure 1). Included also were to be options for deductive versus inductive

and more motivational versus less motivatIonal strategies, as well as the

facility to "teach" needed subordinate information.

7
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The above conceptualization gave the torniat tor the program. A

specific principle was selected, .e., The sui of the first n odd

positive intege is n2. In order t "teach" the principle, a list of

questions and statements was given to the intern. He could choose any

ques_ on cr statement at any time. He was to sequence such questions or

statements form that was compatade with his declared objective.

Nov were the simulated students programmed to perform? Performances

were determined by perfo e-level (PL) numbers assigned to the students.

The numbers ranged from 0 to 20. Students with higher performance-level

numbers were programmed to "perform" better in the sense that they

"rememb ed" subordinate info tion (i.e., information needed to teach

the lesson at hand - in this case they neede know what an odd positive

integer is) bette and "learn" the principle with fewer instances.

Simulated students with PL's higher than 15 were programmed to "remember"

Subordinate information; others were not. For example, if one were tO

ask "What is the sum of the first 3 odd positive integers?", the student

must "understand" the concept of an odd positive integer. If this concept

had not been taught, then simulated students with PI, s less than 15 would

ask, "What is an odd positive integer?" Hence, the intern was to realize

that he needed to teach this concept.

How the simulated students progra o "learn" the principle?

To program the students to "Catch on" to the principle, results of S

study were incorporated. Si ulated students, with Ws larger than 15 were

procrammed to "catch on" after three correct instances; students with

5 4 PI, 15, "caught on" with an inver.e proportional number of _Instances,

e.g., FL - 12 required. 4 correct instances, FL = 8 required 6 correct

9
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instances; students with PL's below 5 did no "catch on" but did under-

stand the principle after "hearing" the assertion of the principle,

followed by a oouple of correct instances.

How was the intern to l-arn from the program Feedback was given

the intern in zeverai fo Throughout the program the intern was iven

feedback in the form of "reality" by simulated student responses, e.g.,

ses indicative of fhether students were "learning" the principle.

A response indicating a need for subordina information to be taught was

described above. A response indicating that the intern has selected a

less motivational strategy would occur about L:wo-thirds of the way through

the lesson, and would be in the form of "Why are we Lloing this?" At the

end of the lesson, the intern was given additional feedback in two forms.

One form was by another "reality" feedback of simulated s dents' perfor-

ance on a mini-test relating the selected objective and teaching strategies

eMployed, e.g., if the intern indicated that he was trying to teach for

problem-solving abilities but used a deductive strategy, the results on the

simulated test were very poor. Another form for feedback was a reflective

analysis of the use of questioning behaviors. Interns were encouraged,

hrough feedback, to go beyond first responses by redirecting and probing.

The use of counters, storage of data, and branching decisions made

the above simulation possible.

Utilization of_ the Program

The feasibility of a computer-assisted instruction component not only

depended upon the ability to design and develop a program, but also upon

being able to use the program in such a way that effective results occurredr

The final portion of this study was conducted with a class in "Introduction

1 0
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to the Teaching of Secondary Mathematics taught in the spring of 1973.

Thv procedure for using the computer program with this class, where each

day coriniritc1 of two censucutive tlfty-minute periods, was as follows:

Day 01 - Preparation tor the Use of the Program

Interns had been given an assignment ahead of time to
outline a sequence of questions to teach youngsters the
principle: The sum of the first n odd positive integer_
is n2.

Discussion took place concerning an orientation to the
computer program and concerning Henderson's moves and
strategies.

Handouts were given listing and explaining Henderson's
moves and strategies (see Appendix A) and the computer
program.

Interns were then told to keep the outline of question
that they had prepared and use them at the machine duri g
the next class meeting.

Day #2 - Introduction to the Program

Interns were taken to a room in which there weJe PLATO
computer terminals. The interns were given an orientation
to the program. They were carefully directed through
parts of the program that the researcher had found to give
participants difficulty.

The interns then used their outlines to "teach" the
simulated class. Afterwards they were asked to experil.ent
with other ways of teaching the same principle.

Total time at the terminals this time was two hours.

Day #3 - Discussion of the Program and Introduction to Questioning

The interns returned to the class to discuss problems
that they had encountered in using the program. Discus-
sion was also given concerning the design of a questioning
strategy and various types of questioning behaviors. The
discussion was approached in a problem-solving manner by
the researcher to exemplify to the interns as to how
one might use such questioninc' techniques.

Interns were given handouts concerning Principles of
Questioning and Polys'a Approach to PrOblem Solving.
Students were given an assignment (see Appendix B)
that they were to work on at the machine.

11



Day #4 - Use of the Program

Day

slle interns spent two hours at the machine trying

various questioning strategies and behaviors.

Use of the Frog

Again interns spent two hours at the machine tryi

various questioning strategies and behaviors.

nay #6 - Discussion of Questioning

The interns returned to the class to discuss the ideas

and/or problems that they had encountered. Also addi-

tional discussion was held concerning types of ques-

tioning behavior and their assignment.

Day #7 - Final Evaluation

Interns again returned to the machine for two more

hours.

The researcher was in charge of all seven days of instruction. She

felt that there should be a mixture of talking about desired behaviors and

working at the machine, ic,
interrelating theory and concrete examples

f the theory, and hence followed this principle during the seven days.

Evaluation of the Program and the Unit

Twenty-five interns were involved in the experimental class for which

measures were taken prior and after the use of the simulation for approxi-

mately seven hours, and with intervening class discussions. Twenty-fonr

out of 25 exhibited a positive attitude t wards the over-all it; 23 out

f 25 increased their behavior of going beyond first responses; 19 out of

25 increased their modeling of the prescribed problem-solving strategy.

Twenty-two felt that the individual components of the unit, e.g., the

hand-outs, the class discussion, and the use of the program enhanced the

learning of the other components. enty-two out of 25 indicated that

they enjoyed the experim nt; student indicated that she did not parti-

cularly enjoy it, she did feel that it was worthwhile.

12
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of the interns felt that the program helped them to sequence

ideas better, , be moie aware of ways dcf reacting- to student respomsee amd

Ettidert cgue s, Joe Imo e aw cof vablern-sol-vinc stratege, es well as

think move c-arefull5 about reviewing subOrdirIat imformation and awing-

motivation. overal 3. the interns seerned to he gett ing what wa iterded..

for tberu from tre pxogram.

Sample Acononents made by stident tiing this piograrn are:

"It madie me realize the invortarice of suht sks. It can Joe lverY
disastrous to assume a class knows certain definitions arid IE)riro-
Cipea- Orx must make sure that tiler urdezstand what is
Inappenisig.

"TralY ..nteresting ancl educatiormi Really
worwing wivh real 'victims ..

"It ad
!ahem trNin

me excited

hilnk aboet the type of problerfis I would r-un into
teach vhat meemed to rise simple

'It was neat _o get tile indiVidual experierice of being ori my
own and plonnirog my ovn strategy. Got sect more uilderstandAng
of EFtrategf and all."

".1 01011ght It was ver worthAile and vsluabl_ - and quite an
mloyable Xpelezice Both computer sessions and class discus
sion_s hewe given me a. greater insight irsto the role of tile
teacher ancl what will be expected of me."

'This was a worthwhile ezperiment for it gives us a chance to
meeker miestaxes and le evaluated Immediately- This way 'We're not--
1-surt4ng any- students' learning process because they weze not
r-eal. .11

sr no -amount of talking. reading, or observation could have given_
Rue as rinch inst.ght into planning, tcachiAg strategy, reactjrg tO
stud,ent retsacnoes, etc."

Cnluioz

S rich. a orrip-utex--asaisted islet tion component does incleed ape ar Ito

be feft.sibae. FOi 4 global view of a possible future of such wor)c se e

"Interact An Corrautr 5nniiationa New Component fo r 'i'eacher gala ation. "

13
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APPENDIX A

MOVES AND SIRATEG

I. Move

A move can be thought of as an utterance
learning. It can be giving or asking for a
reacting to a given piece of information. Fo
following examples of moves:

A. Concept attainment1

2. Definition
2. Exemplification
3. Nonexemplification
4. Characteristic
5. Counterexample

Pr nciple development2

1. Assertion
2. Instance
3. Justification
4. Application
5. Clarification, _

6. Counterexample
ication

Reactions to student respanse

1. Approve
2. AccePt

Reject
Redirectask for another student's opinion
Probe--ask for aMplification, clarification,
dence, or justification

oat be used to enhance
ce of infOrmation or
example consider the

II. From one move to the next move

Once one move has been made, one
Consider the following:

A. No student re ponse involved

student answer
ormation, evi-

m there.

GO to next movesame kinds of choices tis in previous list except,
of course, it would make no sense to talk about a response to a
student re ponse as a next logical nOVe.

1,2This is a condensed v of works by Professor C. B. Henderson.

1.5
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Student response is cow

1. Approve
2. AceePt
3, Redirect
4. Probe
S. Ga to next plec-

StUdent response incorrect

L. Reject
2. Redirect
3. Probe
4. Aak 04Mo gUeStion Of another student
5. Stoic up to am eatier question for same student, i.e.,

reshape.

Student question as

1. AnSWer the quest on
Give the question back to the class

3. Redirect
4. Probe
5. Ignore or reject

tegy1

rephrase,

A strategy can be thought o as a sequence of nves. Ccleider the

following exeMples of strategies:

Concept attainment

1. Exemplification, nvnaxewpU
nonexemplification

on, definition, e,einp1ification,

A set of examples of the concept is given. A sat of monexamples
of the concept iS given. The definition is given. Afterwhich

more examples and Mococamples are given.

Exemplification, characterization, exempliflo tion

A set of examples oR the concept is given. A set of character-
istice of the concept is given. More example are given.

3. Definition, exemplitication

A definition is giVen folloWed by a set of xainpten.

O. Principle development

1. As0e- ion of the principle, intstances, justification

The principle is asserted. A set of inetance moves of the
principle is given. A set of justification moves is given.

ndensed version oX Jcs y ProfesBor Ic. B. Henderson.

16



Instances, assertion of the principle, instances

A set of instance moves is given or educed. The pri iple
is asserted ar educed from the students. Hare instances
of the principle is given or educed.

Instances, assertion of the principle, justificat
A set of instance moves is given or educed. The principle
is asserted or educed. The principle is juStified.

4. Assertion of the principle, clarification justifies on

The principle is asserted followed by clarification move*,
followed by justification moves.

5. Motivation, instances, aSsertion of the principle,

Types

on

A motivation move could be variety _f types of MoVea, e.g. an
application, a difficult or intriguing probism. After the
problem has been posed one could tollow it with instances
of the principle, assert oz educe the principle, follOw up
with application moves.

of strategies

A. Deductive strate-

Assertion move comes early in the sequence and is usually given
by the teacher. The assertion move is usually followed by combi-
nations of exemplification and/or instance moves, clarification,
justification, etc.

B. Inductive strategy

Assertion move comes late in the sequence if at all,. Usually one
tries to educe students to give this move and/or leaves the as5.4ar-

tion at the nonverbal awareness level.

17



APPEmIX

Q(ThSTIONING _TRATEGIES EXERCISES

In each of the following exercises make an oulln_ of a sequence of

que ions' which are to accomplish the stated goal. Go to PLATO, teach

the aljmilated class in lesson "strate " Afterwhich do the discussior

questions.

Objectives and strategies

A. Outline a sequence of questions (or statements) which will be
used to achieve each of the following objectives (one at a time:.

1. Given an n, the student can find the sum of the first n odd
positive integers.

2. The student can apply the generalization to a problem.

The student is to develop problem-solvIng strategie:

Compare and contrast the sequences that you used in each of the
above cases.

Ulotaske and strategies

Outline a sequence o
the following:

_

I. Gagne suggests that subtaske shOuld be carefully analyzed
and taught (or reviewed ) first before teaching the task.
Illustrate this in your sequence.

Or stet ents which Must e

2. Bruner suggest:3 that one should not specifically teach the
subtasks first, but rather let them come up as they occur.
Illustrate this in your sequence.

Compare and contrast the sequences that you used in each of

these cases.

Motivation and strategies

A. Outline a sequence ot questine (or statements) which illustrate
the following:

1. A motivation is given early in the sequence.

2. NO motivation ia given.

Ck7apare and contrast the sequences th t you uset; in each of

these cases.

1111 each case the topic is to be: The sum of the first n odd positive

integers. See question choices.

1


